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Bristol-based subcontractors LV Construction Ltd are celebrating good news at the start of June. They

have been shortlisted as a finalist for the category of Best SME at The BristolLive & Bristol Post

Business Awards on the 26th June. 



These awards give companies the chance to tell their success story to a regional and national audience,

regardless of size or industry, through Bristol’s most prestigious awards programme. Regarded as one of

the most significant events in the local calendar, the BristolLive & Bristol Post Business Awards offer

an unrivaled opportunity for the business community in Bristol to come together to celebrate the city’s

best and most innovative companies.



They also continue to impress in the construction industry with two recent accolades.

The business development team have been working hard to increasing the range of DPS and framework

agreements LV Construction is a part of. Their most recent success is to have been awarded a place on the

Corserv (Cornwall Council) DPS as well as gaining 100% completeness on Builders Profile (UK) Ltd. 



Managing director Vas Carp comments “ We have had a busy year so far and are looking forward to the

month ahead, the business development team are working very hard behind the scenes to help us showcase

our excellent work in both the construction industry and within Bristol”.
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Editors Notes:



LV Construction was founded by Vas Carp in 2014 - he had a vision to invest in the UK economy and in the

construction industry in particular. Vas lives in Bristol with family and is proud to have built a

company in the South-West region. In the current climate of uncertainty in to find a business who is

willing to invest in the long term is both refreshing and inspirational.

LV Construction’s main expertise lies within civils, groundworks, demolition and blockwork, including

car parks. Their team is able to work as an individual contractor or as a subcontractor, working in

tandem with other sub-contractor organisations to deliver the final result. 

With a focus on safely delivering high quality projects, the LV senior management team are frequently on

project sites, ensuring client requirements are understood and that site specific health and safety

requirements are followed. 



LV have an amazing health and safety record and support all their staff to enable them to become

well-trained and valued members of the team. In a time where "low-skilled labour" gets bad and negative

press LV demonstrate the UK that construction work is highly skilled and worth investing in.
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